Leeds International School
(Co-Ed., Eng. Med., C.B.S.E., Delhi)
"Leeds Square", Near Parsa Thana, Parsa Bazar,
NH-83, Patna-804453

Class – IV
Summer Holiday Home Work 2017-18
Dear Parents
Vacations are the most awaited days for students. The juicy mangoes, long days to visit
relatives and different tourist spots entice students to drench themselves with endless fun.
To make these days more fruitful we are organizing Leeds Summer Camp- 2017 and are
giving a bunch of homework for the holidays. For classes V and above there will be an
Integrated Project also. You are requested to encourage and help your ward to understand
and complete the given assignments.
 English:
 Write down the names of any two places which you
like the most and why ?
 Write a paragraph describing how you have spent
your Summer Vacations in 100 words
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 Maths:
 Write the Roman numerals from 50 to 200 on A4 size
paper ?
 Revise Ex – 1.6 on A4 size paper.
 Fill in the numbers from 1 to 9 in such a way that the
sum of triangles of each side = 17 on A4 size paper
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 To beat the Summer heat here is a mathematical
challenge for you.
Choose any five even and five odd numbered cars
from which you will travel on tour and answer the
following questions.
a) Write the number names of these cars ?
b) Arrange these numbers in ascending order as well
as descending order ?
c) Write their place, place value and face value ?
d) Write these numbers in expanded form ?
 Science:
 Write an article on World Environmental day.
 Papers chart paper on Photosy thesis /Adaptatio
(Terrestual & Aquatic)
 Social Studies:
 What is a desert ? Name some of the important
deserts of the world ?
 What is a peninsula ? Give an example.
 Why do we say that India is a land of vastly diverse
land forms ?
 What are the Seve Sisters ? Na e the
 What make the modern plain so fertile ?
 ICT:
 Write down the names of the softwares that are used
for drawing purpose ?
 What do you understand by Microsoft office ? How
many softwares are there in Microsoft office ?
 GK:
 Complete Pg. No. – 1 to 18 in book and learn also.
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